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Abstract
We propose a generic tableau prover extending Lotrec, called LotrecScheme: the tool enables to enrich
tableau method rules with executable code. The user can graphically design its own tableau method and
can solve the problem of model construction. This new system provides a way to merge two worlds when
the system check a loop (for instance for S4): merging instead of blocking has the beneﬁt of providing a
real model and not just a skeleton of the model. The system generalizes also the notion of satisﬁability to
labeled graphs.
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1 Introduction
One major decision problem in logic is the satisﬁability problem: given a formula
ϕ, we want to know whether there exists a model satisfying the formula ϕ. Tableau
methods [4] often give eﬃcient procedures for this problem. That is why researchers
may need tools to test their tableau methods. That is why teachers need tools for
demonstrating to students how tableau methods work. Here we propose a tool to
write tableau methods that fulﬁlls the following requirements:
• generic tool. It provides a framework to design many customized logics: it cap-
tures many syntaxes 3 of formulas in logic and provides data structures needed
to implement the corresponding tableau method. The tool allows to add some
executable code to the tableau rules in order to deal with integers, lists, sets, etc.
• Easy implementation. Researchers/teachers/students may not be familiar with a
programming language like C/Java/OCaml/Scheme etc. So the tool must provide
a high-level pattern-matching mechanism and a graphical user interface in order
1 Thanks to Olivier Gasquet, Andreas Herzig and Bilal Sa¨ıd for their useful discussions.
2 Email: francois.schwarzentruber@bretagne.ens-cachan.fr
3 Kaϕ in epistemic modal logic, ϕUψ in temporal logics, [(a∗; b)∗]ϕ in Propositional Dynamic Logic etc.
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to design a tableau method. No programming skill is needed to design a method
for simple modal logics as K.
• debugging. Of course, as we need to test/understand/teach a tableau method, we
need a tool that displays step-by-step the construction of the model during the
tableau method. In addition to checking whether ϕ is satisﬁable, you can also
check whether a given labeled graph is satisﬁable, that is to say whether we can
extend it into a model.
We ﬁll the gap by providing a user interface where the user can draw tableau rules
graphically, a step-by-step debugger and an engine where tableau rules can be en-
riched with executable code. The language we chose to implement the generic prover
is the LISP dialect Scheme [5] for many reasons. Generally speaking tableau meth-
ods deal with terms and pattern-matching thus symbolic expressions (s-expressions)
of Scheme language are suitable for this issue. It also enables mixing data such as
formulas and executable code with quote and unquote operations [5] and thus en-
ables the user to customize a tableau method. The language is dynamically typed
hence it is adapted for prototyping a tableau method. The user graphical interface
is written in JAVA for multi-platform reasons. The engine in Scheme is called by
JAVA via Kawa [3]. The software is available at the following URL:
http://www.irisa.fr/prive/fschwarz/lotrecscheme/.
2 Related works
Molle 4 and OOPS [17] are speciﬁc provers for respectively modal logic K(T) and
S5n but have nice graphical interface views to interact with the prover.
The Logic Workbench 5 [11] is a powerful formal tool to manipulate logics.
Many libraries are provided for K, S4, S5, etc. Nevertheless, it requires advanced
programming skills to implement a new method for a new logic.
Tableau WorkBench TWB 6 [1] is a powerful generic tool written in OCaML. It
requires to have programming skills in OCaml. It conﬁrms that functional languages
are suitable for tableau method.
Comparison with LoTREC
LoTREC 7 ([6], [8]) is a
generic prover written in Java for modal logics. Some results of terminaison and
completeness of tableau methods written in the LoTREC language has been proven
[9]. It captures an impressive variety of modal logics [16]. LoTREC is a tool that
relies on graph rewriting rules. Such a rule replaces a given graph pattern in a
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sense that it works as it is described in [10]. LoTREC has been designed for educa-
tional purposes [7]. As LoTREC, LotrecScheme also provides a pattern-matching
mechanism and allows to deﬁne loop checking mechanisms.
Nevertheless, there are some limitations in the pattern-matching mechanism of
LoTREC. First, it is impossible to identify a disconnected pattern. For instance, it
is impossible to write a rule where the condition is ‘if the current tableau contains
a world w and a world u...’. In LoTREC w and u would have to be linked by
a relation 8 . Secondly, it is impossible to have pattern-matching on the name of
worlds 9 . LotrecScheme has a general pattern-matching mechanism that ﬁxes those
issues (see Section 3 for an example with pattern-matching over worlds’ names).
Formulas in LoTREC are written in preﬁx style whereas LotrecScheme can use
preﬁx, inﬁx, postﬁx notations as long as expressions are fully parenthesized. For
instance, the formula of Propositional Dynamic Logic [a∗; b](p ∧ q) may be repre-
sented by ‘box seq star a b and p q’ in LoTREC and by the s-expression ‘(box ((a *)
; b) (p and q))’ in LotrecScheme.
As LoTREC, LotrecScheme provides a graphical interface to display the tableau
and the execution of the tableau method. But LotrecScheme also provides a user
graphical interface so that the user sees and designs tableau rules dealing with
graphs. The role of the graphical interface is essentially pedagogical.
Concerning the engine itself, LoTREC it is impossible to evaluate dynamically
expressions written by the user while integers, lists, sets and other extra data struc-
tures are often used in tableau methods (see Section 4). As far as I know, dynamic
evaluation is diﬃcult to implement in Java. Contrary to LoTREC, LotrecScheme
allows to enrich tableau rules with executable code written in Scheme. Technically
this feature is done with the eval function. So LotrecScheme ﬁlls the gap and is a
generic prover in which it is easy to deal with integers, lists, sets, hash-tables etc.
LoTREC solves the model construction problem for a given formula ϕ, that is,
we want to construct a model containing a node in which ϕ is satisﬁed. Contrary to
LoTREC, LotrecScheme also solves the more general model construction problem
of a given graph, that is, to construct a model extending a given graph such that
every formula ϕ in a node w is satisﬁed in w.
Unfortunately contrary to LoTREC, it is not possible yet to write arbitrary
strategies in the current version of LotrecScheme. The only strategy implemented
in LotrecScheme consists in applying the ﬁrst applicable rule of a given list of rules
as long as possible and stop when there is no applicable rule anymore.
But, this strategy is suﬃcient and the current version of LotrecScheme enables
to already implement many tableau methods for various modal logics: K, KT ,
KD, S4, S4.3, S5n ([12]), [4]S5n-PAL ([2]), KD45n ⊕ iϕ → i+1ϕ... To sum
up, LotrecScheme combines the graphical aspect of Molle, OOPS, the philosophy of
writing graph rewriting rules of Lotrec and a rich programming language like LWB
8 It is always possible to access ‘disconnected’ worlds by constructing the universal relation, but this makes
the tableau method artiﬁcial.
9 It is always possible to simulate the name of the worlds by adding a speciﬁc kind of formulas in the node
as ‘name ...’ but this makes the tableau method artiﬁcial.
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and TWB.
3 Genericity: writing rules in LotrecScheme
A tableau method in LotrecScheme is a rewriting system of a set of terms (LoTREC
was already modeled in such a way in [10]). A rewriting rule is made up of a left-hand
side (the pattern we have to ﬁnd in the model in construction) and a right-hand side
(how the pattern is replaced). Terms are here represented by Scheme expressions
called s-expressions deﬁned by induction as follows:
• Numbers and identiﬁers are s-expressions;
• If s1, . . . , sn are s-expressions then (s1 s2 . . . sn) is an s-expression.
Formulas, agents, programs of Propositional Dynamic Logic, etc. are also repre-
sented by s-expressions. Upper case identiﬁers are variables that are instanciated
during the pattern-matching process. The rules can be:
• deterministic as the -rule:
(A,ϕ)
(A, link,B)(B,ϕ)
where A and B represent world variables and ϕ represents a formula variable.
This rule is represented by the following s-expression:
( p r i m i t i v e r u l e
( c o n d i t i o n ( ( f o rmu la A ( diamond PHI ) ) ) )
( add ( ( fo rmu la B PHI ) (A l i n k B) ( wor ld B) ) ) )
• non-deterministic, as the Or rule
(A,ϕ ∨ ψ)
(A,ϕ)|(A,ψ)
represented by the following s-expression:
( p r i m i t i v e r u l e ( c o n d i t i o n ( ( fo rmu la A (PHI1 or PHI2 ) ) ) )
( add−nondete rmin i s t ( ( f o rmu la A PHI1 ) )
( ( f o rmu la A PHI2 ) ) ) )
• or an halting rule, as the Bottom rule
(A,⊥)
halt
represented by the following s-expression:
( p r i m i t i v e r u l e ( c o n d i t i o n ( ( fo rmu la A bottom ) ) )
( add ( ( h a l t ) ) ) )
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Fig. 1. The window for editing the tableau method
The rewriting rules related to graph rewriting are designed by the user graphically:
adding nodes, edges, formulas, terms to the left-hand side or right-hand side. The
Figure 1 depicts the graphical tableau method editor and shows here the -rule,
the Or-rule and the Bottom rule. This window enables the user to add nodes,
terms, edges and rename objects or to delete objects by mouse operations. In the
background, the graphical editor generates terms of the following form:
• (world w): w is a world;
• (formula w ϕ): the world w contains the formula ϕ;
• (w link u): the world w is linked to the world u by R;
• (w link a u): the world w is linked to the world u by Ra.
Other terms are not displayed by the graphical user interface. The user may
imagine other kind of terms like (agent a) (a is an agent), (rel w u v a) (the triple
(w, u, v) belongs to the ternary relation Ra) etc. All kinds of terms are supported
by the engine of LotrecScheme but not by the graphic user interface yet: the user
has to edit her tableau method ﬁle in a text editor.
The order of the rules determines a canonical strategy of rules applications:
LotrecScheme loops by applying the applicable ﬁrst rule of the list until there is
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no applicable rule anymore. More precisely, given a sequence of rules r1, . . . , rn,
LotrecScheme applies the following strategy:
while there exists a rule ri is applicable
if r1 is applicable
apply r1
else if r2 is applicable
apply r2
...




It would be interesting to know when this strategy is not suﬃcient.
Pattern-matching over worlds’ names
The reader may ﬁnd a tableau method for reasoning about Dynamic Epistemic
Logic sequents (ϕ, ϕ′, ϕ′′) on the webpage
http://www.irisa.fr/prive/fschwarz/publications/m4m2011/.
Such a triple (ϕ, ϕ′, ϕ′′) is satisﬁable iﬀ there exists pointed modelsM, w andM′, w′
such thatM, w |= ϕ, M′, w′ |= ϕ′ andM⊗M′, (w,w′) |= ϕ′′ whereM⊗M′, (w,w′)
‘kind of’ cartesian product of M and M′.
One of the tableau rule concerns the -rule in a world (a, b) of the cartesian
product that consists in adding successors to a and b:
( p r i m i t i v e r u l e
( c o n d i t i o n ( ( fo rmu la (A B) ( diamond PHI ) ) ) )
( add ( ( fo rmu la (C D) PHI ) ( f o rmu la (C D) ok )
(A l i n k C) ( (A B) l i n k (C D) ) (B l i n k D)
( wor ld (C D) ) ( wor ld A) ( wor ld C) ( wor ld B)
( wor ld D) ) ) )
Contrary to LotrecScheme, in LoTREC it is impossible to do pattern-matching
on the name of the world that is a pair (a, b).
LotrecScheme enables to apply rule step-by-step as the Figure 2. It gives the
next rule to apply (here the -rule) to the model in construction and highlights
node and/or formulas that match with the rule (here the formula (q) in the world
b2). You can apply the next rule or ﬁnish completely the execution of the tableau
method.
4 Linking executable code to rule speciﬁcation
For more expressiveness, in addition of pattern-matching, the user can also use
the language Scheme for specifying more precise conditions of the left-hand side
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Fig. 2. The window for executing/debugging tableau method
and actions of the right-hand side. LotrecScheme accepts ‘all ’ 10 expressions of the
language Scheme in order to decorate the tableau method rules. Indeed, as the
prover is written in Scheme, such expressions are simply evaluated by the function
eval and/or the unquote mechanism. More precisely, as LotrecScheme is based on
Kawa [3], it accepts ‘near-R5RS’ Scheme 11 plus extra functions devoted to tableau
methods. The software provides help on those extra functions.
We begin with an example dealing with Scheme evaluation in conditions. Then
we present examples of tableau methods for modal logics where actions are decorated
by executable code thanks to the unquote operations.
4.1 Scheme code in conditions. Example of a graded belief logic
In artiﬁcial intelligence, logicians have introduced degrees in modal operators. For
instance, in [13], the authors deal with the multi-agent doxastic logic KD45n ex-
tended with the interaction axiom jϕ → iϕ where i and j are integers such that
i < j. In that logic, the construction iϕ stands for “the agent believes at degree
i that ϕ is true”. In order to implement a tableau method, we need to write the
following rule
(degree i)(degree j)(WRiV )
(WRjV )
where j > i
saying that if wRiv then wRjv when j > i. In LoTREC this kind of rules is
impossible to write since we cannot deal with integers. In LotrecScheme, you write
10Malicious logicians incidentally may install trojans and viruses by applying tableau rules!
11See http://www.gnu.org/software/kawa/internals/index.html
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the following rule:
( p r i m i t i v e r u l e
( c o n d i t i o n ( ( deg r e e I ) ( deg r e e J ) (W l i n k I V) ) )
( s u ch tha t (> J I ) )
( add (W l i n k J V) ) )
LotrecScheme searches for the pattern (degree I)(degree J) (W link I V) and adds
(W link J V) only if J > I, where W,V are worlds variables and I, J are integers
variables.
4.2 Scheme code in conditions and in actions. Example of S4 by limiting the length
of a branch
Logic S4 is the modal logic corresponding to the Kripke frames that are reﬂexive
and transitive. A way for solving the satisﬁability problem of S4 may rely on
the following fact: a formula ϕ is S4-satisﬁable if, and only if it is satisﬁable in
a transitive and reﬂexive tree where the number of nodes on a branch is bounded
by |ϕ|2, that is the square of the length of ϕ and where some backedges are added
between one leaf and one of its ancestor ([12], Lemma 6.13).
In LotrecScheme, it is possible to stop the computation when the depth of nodes
is greater than |ϕ|2. The following rule adds the term (length |ϕ|2) in the root of
the tableau (n1).
This rule is not implementable in LoTREC for two reasons. First, the rule com-
putes |ϕ|2 and the language of LoTREC is not rich enough to order the computation
of |ϕ|2. Secondly, the rule refers to the root node whose name n1 and thus there
is no pattern-matching with the name of the node. In LoTREC there is always
pattern-matching for a node name.
In this rule, the extra-condition states that the node n1 does not contain a term
of the form (length B).
Now, let us consider how we add (length |ϕ|2) in LotrecScheme. We add the
following term:
( length , ( s q r ( fo rmu la− l eng th ’ PHI ) ) )
In order to perform evaluations of Scheme expressions in action, we use the
unquote operation (the comma) which says that what follows is no longer an abstract
term but has to be evaluated. sqr is the function for computing the square of a
number. formula-length is a function for computing the number of symbols in a
formula. The quote operation (the apostrophe) says to stop to evaluate: indeed, if
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ϕ is (diamond p), diamond is not a function!
The following rule propagates the information about the depth, that is, if a node
contains (length L) then a successor contains (length M) where M = L− 1:
Finally, the -rule only occurs if the integer L in (length L) is strictly positive:
We can test if the formula p is S4-satisﬁable. We obtain the following tableau:
The starting node of this tableau is n1. Other nodes are created by the -rule
until the depth of the node is such that length 0 appears in the node. At this point,
the method stops.
4.3 Executable code in conditions and in actions. Public announcements
Public announcement logic [15] is a modal logic with operators Kiϕ (agent i knows
ϕ) and [ψ]ϕ (after the public announcements of ψ, ϕ holds). The semantics of
Kiϕ is usual and the semantics of [ψ]ϕ is M, w |= [ψ]ϕ iﬀ M, w |= ψ implies
Mψ, w |= ϕ where the updated model Mψ is the model M where we only keep
worlds where ψ is true. In the tableau method of Public Announcements Logic [2],
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Fig. 3. Rule for announcement.
we need constructions of the form (lf L ϕ) meaning that the current world survives
the successive updates L (a list of formulas) and then ϕ holds in the updated model.
The rule of Figure 3 is a way of implementing the following property:
“node A survives the successive non-empty updates L = (ψ1, . . . ψn) and then ϕ
holds” implies that “node A should survive the updates (ψ1, . . . ψn−1) and then ψn
holds.”
The successive updates (ψ1, . . . ψn−1) is the tail of L and ψn is the head of L.
The implementation is easily done using usual Scheme primitives: null? to test
whether a list is empty, cdr to obtain the tail of a list and car to obtain the head of
a list.
5 Flexibility of Scheme and merging worlds for S4
The standard way to implement a tableau method for the satisﬁability problem of
S4 consists in the loop check mechanism. We can detect if there exists two nodes
A and B such that A is linked to B and all formulas in B are already included into
the node A. Usually, provers like LWB, TWB and Lotrec then ban the treatment
of formulas in B.
In LotrecScheme, we can do more: we can write a tableau rule in order to merge
nodes A and B as depicted in Figure 4. Technically, the way of encoding terms of
the tableau method and the Scheme language are so ﬂexible that merging nodes only
consists in replacement in the whole set of terms S, which is also an s-expression S
(see Figure 5). The right hand-side shows the action of merging.
The advantage is readability of the resulting model, easing the debugging and
the pedagogical demonstration. This ﬁts our objective: to construct a model for a
formula and not just a formal structure that can be transformed into a model.
6 Conclusion and perspectives
We believe that dynamic functional languages, as Scheme, are suitable for a generic
tool for implementing tableau methods for many reasons. The ﬁrst one is that it
oﬀers the compulsory ﬂexibility needed to capture the variety of modal operators
and terms that occurred in tableau methods. It enables to oﬀer generic ability,
for instance merging two nodes with a simple function. The second one is that
such languages often oﬀers an eval function enabling the program to evaluate itself
expressions given by the user as an input.
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Fig. 4. The tableau method of S4 launched for p. The last step consists in apply the merging rule:
node b2 and b8 will be merged because they ﬁt the condition written in Scheme and are fused in b2.
( d e f i n e (merge S e1 e2 )
( i f ( equal ? S e2 )
e1
( i f ( l i s t ? S)
( i f ( nu l l ? S)
’ ( )
( cons (merge ( ca r S) e1 e2 )
(merge ( cd r S) e1 e2 ) ) )
S ) ) )
Fig. 5. The Scheme method merge that replaces all occurence of e1 in S by e2
A further step is to focus in several logics of agency because the prover is suitable
for dealing with coalitions of agents: ATL, STIT-logic, etc.
The graphical user interface is going to be improved in order to be able to edit
directly a tableau method with abstract terms like (agent a) etc.
We also want to add functions written in Scheme as a model-checking of ﬁrst
order logic over the ﬁnite set of terms that represents the current tableau. It would
ease the writing of some conditions.
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Another issue is to ﬁll the gap between LoTREC and LotrecScheme concerning
the strategy, that is to have more control over the order of the execution of the rules
as in LoTREC.
This tool is at its beginning. From now, LotrecScheme uses the same optimiza-
tion as LoTREC that is to say an event-driven pattern matching
[10] but it would be interesting to optimize the pattern-matching by using adapted
hash-tables and then to compare the eﬃciency of LotrecScheme with other existent
eﬃcient tableau provers like LWB and TWB.
Another issue is to focus and the correctness of the rewriting system of the tool.
The use of an automatic prover like PVS [14] may be investigated.
It would be also interesting to deal with non-terminating tableau methods and
transform LoTRECScheme into a prover assistant for tableau methods. The user
may decide which pattern to rewrite and which right pattern to apply for a non-
deterministic rule.
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